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The women of the Twin Cities’ Ananya Dance Theatre blend 
art, activism and public service to start a movement.
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When you first meet AnAnyA ChAtterjeA, a feeling comes 
over you. Though you may not be able to put your finger on it, it’s the 
feeling you get when you’re in the presence of someone significant. 
Though her petite frame keeps her from standing out in a crowd, her 
toned limbs, long, dark, curly hair and sparkling nose stud give a physi-
cal taste of all the passion bubbling up below her surface. but, once 
you get to know her, you realize chatterjea lives her passion—make 
that passions—out loud every day.

chatterjea grew up in calcutta, india, training at a very young age 
in the art of indian classical dance, Odissi, touring and performing 
widely. as she aged, chatterjea became restless, feeling restricted by 
the structures of the classical dance she studied. in an effort to learn 
more about the dancing body and how to incorporate in her dancing 
the social issues that struck her as important, chatterjea moved to the 
united states in 1989. she earned her master’s degree in dance from 
columbia university, managed and performed with New york city’s 
asian american Dance Theatre company, and received her doctorate 
from Temple university in Pennsylvania. she moved to Minnesota in 
1998, where she is currently associate professor as well as the Direc-
tor of Graduate studies in the Department of Theater arts and Dance 
at the university of Minnesota in Minneapolis.

as chatterjea began her career in the united states, she still 
yearned to find a way to reflect in her dance all the world issues that af-
fected her emotionally. she used her past dance experience and mixed 
it with the style of indian street theater, yoga and chhau, an indian 
form of martial arts, to create her own unique style of movement. 

adding a commitment of feminist and social justice issues, chat-
terjea formed ananya Dance Theatre in 2004, inviting more than 20 
women of color from local communities to apprentice with her and go 
through the long, intense process of learning her dance style. These 
women range in age from elementary school to 56 years old, and in-
habit different religions, nationalities and sexual orientations, not to 
mention all different body shapes and sizes.

“i celebrate the power of femininity,” chatterjea says. “i think 
feminine energy can be found in many different places and in many 
different bodies. When you think of something that’s soft [such as a 
woman], it will bend, but not break.”

besides practicing, the dancers also participate in workshops, dis-
cussing the issues of violence, race, community building, health and 
nutrition. They put what they learn into their performances, ultimately 
encouraging social change with their powerful dance. “you really want 
to make an impact, so you have to learn the steps,” chatterjea says. 
“if you want to move people, the performance has to be superlative. 
The excellence has to be there. Then, to move the audience to act, the 
performance has to go beyond technique.”

On a Monday evening in late July, chatterjea’s dancers practice 
for their new production, Pipaashaa, which premieres sept. 6 at the 
southern Theater. Dressed in comfy clothes that allow for movement, 
some 20 women and a few young girls (including chatterjea’s 11-year-
old daughter) move, stomp, crawl, curl and stretch about the floor 
of a practice room at the barbara barker center on the university of 
Minnesota’s West bank campus. Off to the side, chatterjea discusses 
set design with local designer Joel sass and overall flow with director 
Gülgün Kayim. as the dancers run through act ii, chatterjea sits and 
takes notes, paces in front of them mimicking their movements and 
directing the choreography, before stepping in for her own solo. as she 
bends and steps, her long braid whips in circles, her baggy tee hangs 
loosely and her sweatpants, which she’s shoved above her knees, 
begin to unroll. With each scene the dancers breathe and count, keep-
ing in step with or answering each other’s movements, with muscles 
flexed and concentration on their faces.

Pipaashaa, which means “thirst” in bengali, studies global indus-
trialization and how it affects women’s lives. The production, bursting 
with metaphor, opens with a group of women working at a manu-
facturing complex in an undefined south asian country, processing 
something unknown. “The performance is not necessarily meant to 
nail things down for people, but to suggest things,” says Kayim. indus-
trial noise plays overhead, and as they work, disaster strikes when the 
women are covered in toxic sludge. The contamination causes some 
of the women to go mad, and they become disconnected from the hu-
man side of life. During the second act, while the women are caught 
up in their work, a young girl dies while on the job. after a mourning 
period, the women come together in protest of their conditions. “We 
don’t want to end on a note of despair, but of hope,” Kayim says. “and 
we’re not necessarily pushing out industry, but exploring different 
ways to work.”

Pipaashaa came about through a partnership between chatterjea 
and the Women’s Environmental institute on a project titled Envi-
ronmental Justice Education and advocacy collaboration (EJEac). 
The purpose of the project is to develop an information base for local 
communities—primarily those comprising people of color and low-
income—about the environmental issues, and possible health risks, 
in their neighborhoods. “communities don’t know what kind of pol-
lutions and toxins are in their neighborhood,” says cecilia Martinez, 
the principal investigator for EJEac. “This project is about gathering 
that information from the relevant state agencies and providing it in 
an accessible way.” 

The accessibility factor, and reaching women and children in particu-
lar, is what made a partnership with the ananya Dance Theatre a perfect 
fit. Martinez presents workshops on environmental issues and the ef-
fects of contamination on communities and bodies to the dancers, who 
then interpret what they’ve learn through performance, in turn bringing 
that product to groups who don’t have access to the information.

“it’s an excellent organizing tool, because rather than flyers or 
that kind of thing, this provides an emotional impact,” says Martinez. 
“community people are more interested in that anyway.” What began 
as a smaller idea a year ago has now grown into a three-year commit-
ment, with the dance company, after this month’s Minneapolis open-
ing, traveling to other cities nationwide to spread the message.

Pipaashaa is just the latest production from chatterjea. A Wife’s 
Letter (2001), chatterjea’s first foray into mixing dance with social 
change work, examined the journeys women take to find spaces within 
themselves. in response, City Pages, a local arts weekly publication, 
named chatterjea “artist of the year.” Dancing from Shadows (2003) 
responded to the violence of religious fundamentalism in india, while 
Bandh: A Meditation on Dream (2005) brought her dance company 
together for the first time to explore the power of female nurturing and 
healing to sustain the world through violent times. last year’s produc-
tion, Duurbaar: Journeys into Horizon, inspired by disenfranchised sex 
workers in india, celebrated female strength and journey. 

Over their time together, the troupe members have bonded by 
creating something of worth and beauty for their audiences. They 
take to their workshops with enthusiasm, and their practices—which 
at times can be every day of the week for these working women and 
mothers—with determination. “The dancers have really grown into a 
fantastic leadership,” chatterjea says. “This is what i want, a new gen-
eration of leaders. This is not my company, it’s a collective.” and, with 
the namesake of its fearless leader, it’s a collective with the perfect 
designation. ananya: “like whom there is no other.” w
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